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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2125 Riverside Pizza Shop Hare: Hash Pash

Run Report:
Run report by Hash Pash
Hi fellow hashers, I am extremely privileged this week as the
Honourable Hash Scribe has allowed me to do my own run report for this week’s run . As I am on holidays this week I have
an abundance of time on my hands , except when I am playing
around with my generator & watching 3 or 4 DVD’s every day ,
in between looking for keys , searching for missing set top boxes & sleeping bags , so I thought I would try & emulate the
feats of some of the all time great Hash Scribes of the past , i.e.
Blake , Bugsy & Boong , & report on the possible “Best Winter
Run” .The trail started from the potential “Best On On “ of the
year , The Riverside Pizza Parlour , & started across the Highway & headed right with a large pack braving the chilly atmosphere . The pack turned left down Brownfield Lane into Riverside High School where the brisk pace was set by Daffy , Abba
& Goblet , a cunning loop around the football oval allowed
Bugsy , Sheila , Rickshaw & others to catch up at the laneway
to the end of Barwing Cres , where late cummers Derbs & Tailpipe caught up to the main pack . They [FRB,s] went right into
Kestral Crt where they found a FT which temporarily put them
back in the rear until the 1st check on the corner of Cleghorn
Ave . The anxious pack of hungry hashers , keen to get back to
the Pizzeria scurried off in search of the trail with Abba checking up to the end of Holstun Pl only to find it was a dead end ,
as did Slomo , resplendent in a hot off the printing press
Hawk’s back to back Tee shirt as he went to the end of another
dead end street . The On On was called by Rickshaw in Farmer
St where it turned right up Fairway Cres with Inlet , [who has
secretly been training with Active Launceston on Mondays]
leading the pack into the laneway through the rear of Riverside swimming centre & outside the Riverside Council Chambers , Sheila fondly reminisced the night of his wedding in that
very building . The next check was found at the nearby supermarket , but Tailpipe took no time finding the trail heading
south along the West Tamar Hwy , he called On On & Derbs &
Bugsy soon caught up as the trail turned left into Freeland
Cres , looping around & back onto the West Tamar Hwy ,
crossing the highway & up Electra St , right into Cooper Cres &
left up Dennis Drive . Bendover was heard to moan “ not more
f#cking hills” , but he continued on anyway as the pack became fairly strung out . Scary struggled on , still suffering with
the dreaded lergie , & at the top of Dennis Dr the trail turned
right down Pomona Rd to a check at the roundabout . The trail
continued down & went left into Riverside Drive & for the 1st
time tonite the horn could be heard as Fingers unblocked his lungs & sounded his best James Morrison . Derbs &
Electric Eric led the pack towards Penrith St , turning right & finding the On Home near the West Tamar Hwy , leaving a gentle trot of about 1.5 Kms back to the Pizza Parlour , where Tagg was found tucking into the 2nd of 5 pizza’s
he devoured that night . The mood was cheerful as everyone commented on the amazing run that I set , I can’t wait
to set another run & do my own run report to ease the burden on the overworked Scribe team . Many thanks
Bugsy .

On On

ON ON:
Pizzas have been ordered before the pack headed out on
the run. Hash Pash has set up the light and heavy barrels in
the centre of the pizza shop. Other Pizza Shop patrons are
heard to say I didn't know they sold beer here. The last
Hasher returns from the run at about 7:30pm and is
amazed at the number of sludge arse runners that have
turned up, but I suppose that can be expected, it has been
raining heavy all afternoon. Goblet is showing all the
Hasher the super powers of his magical torch he bought on
Ebay. It is the only one of its kind it can find invisible chalk
on wet roads. Our G.M Slomo is strutting around in his
Hawks Premiership T-Shirt extolling the Hawks superiority.
The Pizza shop is decorated in Essendon colours, Inlet,
Sheila and Bugsy think they are in heaven until Abba reminds them that the drug saga is not over and Hird may be
on borrowed time. Tagg has only ordered a large Pizza as
he dropped into the local fish and chip shop on the way to
the run. The skulls are soon underway as the cook has
made all the pizzas and is about to throw them into the
oven.

Skulls:
A Hashers phone rings last week, Ya Ya I
am Mr Gustafsson the Hasher replies to
the caller with a strong Indian Access.
Your NBN account has been compromised and we need your Email address,
password, your bank account details and
passwords so we can check the extent of
the compromise. Ya Ya replies the
Hasher and gives out the details. Two
days later he realises he has been a victim of identity theft. Up you get Abba.
Two hashers were seen coming out of
the bush last weekend carrying a bucket
half full of flour after setting the grand
final run. Their T-shirts and shorts were
covered in flour. A passing Hasher pulls
up in his four wheel drive and asks if
they have been hanging sheets of plaster all morning. Up you get Rickshaw.
The next to skull is the birthday boy
Boong, followed by the Hare Hash Pash.

Raffle:
A meat tray is the major prize for tonight’s raffle, Blakey is randomly dropping into butcher shops he passes while
driving his Metro bus around the suburbs of Launceston.
Meat tray: Rickshaw.
Six Pack Boags: Daffy.
Cask Tawny port: Abba.
AFL DVD donated by Abba: Slomo.
Set Super Cheap Autos spanners: Boong
who donated them back, I only use superior Snap on Tools in My professional
workshop. Second draw won by Dunoim
who said I use whatever I can win on the
farm.

The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Fingers, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong,
Web Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
.
Tuesday 7th October first Daylight Savings run 79 New Ecclestone Rd Hare: Derbs
Tuesday 14th October T.B.A
Tuesday 28th October Arthur St Evandale Alohas ranch. Hare rickshaw
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 44B Basin Rd
again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 9th October Hare: Sly Unit 1 14 Phillips St Perth
LH3 Website

Joke of the week

A pretty good summary of
the world today.
UN Phone Survey
Last month, a world-wide telephone survey was conducted by the UN.
The only question asked was:
"Would you please give your honest
opinion about possible solutions
to the food shortage in the rest of the
world?"
The survey was a complete failure because:
In Eastern Europe they didn't know what
"honest" meant.
In Western Europe they didn't know what
"shortage" meant.
In Africa they didn't know what "food"
meant.
In China they didn't know what "opinion"
meant.
In the Middle East they didn't know what
"solution" meant.
In South America they didn't know what
"please" meant.
In the USA they didn't know what "the
rest of the world" meant.
And in Australia, New Zealand and Britain everyone hung up as soon as they
heard the Indian accent.

